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AMD Ryzen™ Processors: take your performance up a notch with the latest 
AMD Ryzen™ 5000 series mobile processors. Power through everyday tasks 
with ease, whether you are coursing through a complex document or mining data. 

Enhanced Memory and Storage: up to 16GB of LPDDR4x dual-channel memory  
lets you swiftly multitask across applications. Up to 1TB of PCIe Gen4 SSD storage 
with up to 2.75x faster performance than its predecessor gives you the impetus  
to access heavy software and render bulky files without a hitch.

Smart Power On Login: log in and unlock your device with just a touch.  
The Fingerprint Reader integrated on the power button also keeps  
your device and data safe from unauthorized users. 

Advanced Connectivity: the multipurpose, full-function USB Type-C provides  
super-fast data transfers, audio, video, and power-delivery, via a single port.  
Wireless connectivity over Wi-Fi 6 offers 3x more performance than its predecessor, 
boosting secure transfers, uploads, and downloads even in congested networks. 

IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE  
FROM PROCESSOR TO PORTS 

USER EXPERIENCE TO BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

Dynamic Display: enjoy stunning visuals with impressive details from any angle with a 
4-million-pixel-strong resolution of up to WQXGA (2560 x 1600). Its 16:10 display with 
narrow bezels and >90% screen-to-body ratio offers large screen real-estate to minimize 
scrolls and work efficiently through long-form documents.

Dolby® Vision™: get accurate color reproduction with Dolby® Vision™ and a 100% sRGB 
color gamut. 300nits of brightness on this IPS display maintains consistency and ensures 
you work without hassle, be it in the office, remotely, or even outdoors.    

Service Hot Key: get instant access to device support with the press of a button using  
the Service Hot Key. Avoid wasting time looking for contact information or device details 
to raise a ticket for your precise issue.

Smart Features: Lenovo ThinkBook 13s G3 powers up by just opening the lid. The 
PC operates smarter with voice-based AI-powered noise cancellation that improves 
conferencing. Multiple modes help set-up the mics for any environment. Built-in blue 
light filters enable comfortable viewing without harming the eyes. Moreover, the system 
dynamically maximizes performance with active cooling. 

PURPOSEFUL DESIGN THAT ADDS CONVENIENCE

Slim and Lightweight: 14.9mm profile and lighter than the previous gen at just 1.26kg, 
the ThinkBook 13s is ideal for those who prefer being productive on the move. 
This ultra-portable PC can be easily carried around between presentations, meetings, 
or just from the couch to the study.
 
Stylish Body: metal covers on 3 sides give this PC a sharp look and sturdy build, whereas 
the arc-shaped hinge cap ensures the laptop does not slip out of your hand 
so you can carry it comfortably. 

Dual-tone Design: the professional dual-tone Mineral Grey shade on the top cover adds 
oomph to this sleek and stylish PC—making heads turn, whether you are at your desk 
or on the move. 

Enhanced Battery Life: power that lasts an entire workday on a single charge, 
Lenovo ThinkBook 13s G3 with a 56Whr battery lets you be productive without 
getting interrupted. 
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